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 Coming back from the end of winter break, the 
team welcomed a fellow high school engineering team 
from Liverpool, California, to observe its workshop and 
learn more about the mechanics of building an efficient 
solar car. Sitting down in a group at lunch, the two 
teams shared their knowledge on everything from the  
recommended tire pressure to techniques to reducing 
aerodynamic drag. Overall, the Walnut Solar Car Team 
was able to supply the other team with the information 
they sought and learned even more about engineering 
throughout the day. 

 Over the next couple of weeks of January, the 
team went back to work on both the electric car, Case, 
and the new solar car, the Stingray. With the Solar Car 
Challenge race entry deadline’s approaching quickly, 
the team made the decision that the electric car, Case, 
would be competing in the race. In preparation for the 
possibility of a tougher competition, new modifications 

would have to be made to the electric car. One of the 
major changes the team is working on is creating a new 
nose for the front of the car. By covering the previously 
protruding tires and shaping a smoother curve along the 
top of the car, the team hopes to cut down on existing 
aerodynamic drag. With only a few crucial months be-
fore the Solar Car Challenge, the Walnut Solar Car 
Team will put more focus on improving the electric car, 
going through and evaluating each aspect of the car to 
ensure that it brings its best to the race in July. 
   

 Thanks to SolidWorks, the 3D CAD design soft-
ware, that our team members can download SolidWorks 
to their personal computers. The team members had a 
great opportunity to learn to CAD using this sponsored 
software. 
 The team is honored to receive a grant from 
Rotary Club of Walnut Valley which supports local youth 
science education. 

 
 Outside of the workshop, members of the team 
participated in numerous fundraising events over the 
course of this month. On January 16th, Walnut Solar 
Car Team participated in the Diamond Bar City Winter 
Snow Fest, overseeing a game booth and promoting its 
solar car project throughout the community.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 A week later, on January 23rd, the team held a 
fundraiser at a nearby Chipotle restaurant, and mem-
bers invited all of their friends and family to support at 
the event.  

 On February 6th, the team will participate in the 
Chinese New Year Carnival of the team sponsor, 
CCLS, at Walnut High School. Please come and visit 
our game and food booth.  
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